Lupus Warriors are fighting on the front lines and won’t give up until they are victorious
over the enemy that tries to secretly attack their immune system! Each and every Warrior has a unique and
inspiring story about their battle with lupus. This year, we would like to dedicate the Walk to End Lupus Now to
Lupus Warriors by offering them the opportunity to share their stories. Displaying Warrior stories brings greater
awareness about lupus and empower walkers to support them.
The sign will feature a story, photo, and an area for the Warrior’s supporters to write words of encouragement.
Each Warrior can take their sign home!
The LFAWI will supply and display a sign dedicated to each Warrior who meets the following criteria:
1.

Must have 10 pre-registered team members by 5:00 PM on Friday, May 5, 2017 (Milwaukee
Walk) or 5:00 PM on Thursday, September 7, 2017 (Madison Walk).
or
$200 in pledges submitted (online, mailed in, or dropped off) by 5:00 PM on Friday, May 5, 2017
(Milwaukee Walk) or 5:00 PM on Thursday, September 7, 2017 (Madison Walk).

2.

Must submit a story or drawing, 8.5 inches left to right and 11 inches’ top to bottom
(we will not edit your story; it will be copied and placed directly onto your sign).

3.

Must submit a photo of the Warrior, emailed to lupuswi@lupuswi.org in high resolution if
available. These photos will be made much bigger, so we do not want the photo to be too
pixilated when they are blown up.

4.

We would like our photographer to take a photo of each Warrior and their sign on walk day.

5.

Please sign the release below, so we can display your story and photo and share your journey.
Email to lupuswi@lupuswi.org, or mail a copy to LFA, WI Chapter, 2600 N Mayfair Rd, Suite 320,
Milwaukee, WI 53226.

Warrior waiver and permission (required)
I (and my minor child-if applicable) agree: We are participating voluntarily in sharing our lupus story (including all medical
information I have written within my story) and my photo. I grant irrevocable full permission to the LFA, WI Chapter and the LFA
to use my (or my child’s name) likeness in all media, including photos, video, film, website, or their event records where I/we
appear.

Warrior’s name (please print) ______________________________________
Signature _________________________________________
Approved by LFAWI ______________________________

Date _________________

